We consider for a simple, simply connected algebraic group over an algebraically closed field of characteristic /?, modules induced from characters on a Borel subgroup. We ask if the socle levels of the modules induced from characters in a general position determine the socle levels of modules induced from characters in a singular position. Technically, the question may be phrased in terms of the infinitesimal group subscheme determined by the Frobenius morphism of the global group. Qualitatively, we show that the socle levels of the global induced modules are induced from the socle levels of the infinitesimal induced modules, assuming only that Bott's Theorem applies. Quantitatively, we show that the multiplicities of the composition factors of the module induced from an infinitesimal socle layer are determined by the structure of the layer as a module for the Borel subgroup.
[H°(G/B,X):L(ii)] < [H°(G n B/B,X):L n (»)l
Ideally, that cancellation in terms of alcove transition orbits would work for the socles, level by level and layer by layer. While we do not establish here that things work that way, we do show that those orbits enter into the singular values of the module H°(G/G n B,M) induced from a G n -socle layer M = Soc{, n H°(G n B/B f X)/Soc i Gl H°(G n B/B f X) t via the G n i?-structure of M (which need not be semisimple [9] ). That structure does not complicate the G-structure of
H°(G/G n B,M), which is just semisimple,but it does control the values [H°(G/G n B,M): L(fi)]. In 3.2, Theorem, we show that [H°(G/G n B,M):L(/i)] is de-
termined by the position in the G w 2?-structure of M of the alcove transition orbit of L n (ju).
Notation. X(T) is the character group of T, W is the Weyl group of (G, T), and ( , ) is a WT-invariant inner product on X(T) <g>z R. R is the set of roots of (G, T) and y
v is the coroot of y e R. S is the set of simple roots in the set R+ of roots of the Borel subgroup opposite to B. p is the half-sum of the roots of /?+. For w e W and A e X(T), w(k) denotes the ordinary action of w on A and w • k = w{k + p) -p is the action which has -p as fixed point, for all w e W. X(T) + is the dominant chamber and w • X(T) + is the ^-chamber for the operation w-.
C o is the fundamental alcove {A e X(T)\0 < (y v , A + p) < p, ye /?+}, Q = {A e X(T)\0 < (y v , k+p) <p, ye /?+} is the upper closure of C o , andC o = {AEJr(r)|O< {y v ,k + p) < p, y e i?+} is the closure of C o .
For y e R + and m e Z, H y , mp n is the p"-hyperplane {k e X(T) <g> *\(V v >l + P) = mp n }. X n (T) is the n-box {k e X(T)\0 < {p v ,k + p) < p n , P G5},a fundamental domain for the operation of p Proof By the hypothesis, the evaluation map H°(N) -> N is zero; hence, H°(N) is zero.
Let N be a 5-module and let fi be a weight. Let iV<^ denote the submodule ^i /<// iVi, of N, where A^ is the T-eigenspace of weight v iniV. 
(ii) Let K be a set of weights, and let fi° be an element of Let K be the set of weights of a 5-module N, and let fi° e X n (T).
The composition factors of L(ift)®N^) are the composition factors of L(/i o )®NW which are linked by extensions to L n (/n
(iii) Let M be a G>j2?-module, which is semisimple as a G n -module. By Lemma 1 and the remark above, Proof. By a Theorem of Ye [11] and its extension to /^-irregular weights [7] , the set of highest weights of composition factors of Since L is semisimple as a G n -module, Soc™'  1 (H°(G/G n B,M)) c H°(G/G n B,Soc%-l M), as  submodules of H°(G/G n B,M) . We need to show that in the exact Proof. This lemma is proved in [4] H%(k) ). The conclusion follows from the proposition of §2.
Suppose that

But k maps Soc G (H°(G/G n B,M)/Soc^-l H°(G/G n B,M)) into SOCG/Z^G/G^.M/SOC^-'M), which equals
For a = 1, the proposition below shows that the lengths of the socle series of the global and infinitesimal induced modules coincide whenever the top factor of Hf(k) had dominant highest weight. Let k = k° + pk l ,k°eX n (T). (2) Let G be the group of type G 2 . Let a and fi be the simple roots orthogonal to the hyperplanes H QI Q and Hp$ in Figure 2 . Assume that A is a generic weight in the lowest /?
2 -alcove. In Figure 2 ( Figure 3 of [8] ), the numbers give the Jantzen filtration layers of the composition factors of H°(X), normalized so that L{X) is on the first layer. We assume that the Jantzen and the socle filtrations of H°(X) coincide. Then the figure shows also the socle layers of the composition factors of Hf(A), where we can, in that infinitesimal setting, move A from a generic position to the corresponding p-translated position in the 1-box V-p with lower vertex -p, without disturbing the socle layers and multiplicities of the p-translated composition factors. is not a factor of ( iii) Li(fi° + ps a -ft 1 
